Forms
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learning sequence
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Form Settings

Show progress- Respondent can judge progress towards completion
Allow only one response - respondents log in and are allowed to answer once
Shuffle Question order- prevents easy cheating

Adding questions

Adding questions, headers and page breaks

short answer - name, address, class
longer answer - a short essay

select one option from many

select as many options as you like
select one option from a drop down menu

rank on a scale - for example from 1 to 5
select a point from a 2 dimensional grid

enter a date using a calendar picker
respondent picks a time (time of day or length of time)

Divides the form into sections with a title and description
Used to divide a long form into pages with a title and description
Adds an image to a form - a title and text can be added when the user hovers over the image

A choice between using a YouTube URL or using the search box for to find video. Video
window can be captioned, resized and aligned to left, right or centre

Add-ons
Additional functions for Forms
Add-ons also available for Docs and Forms

Example: docAppender puts a Google Form at the bottom of selected Google Docs
Possible use: a running log of observations
rubrics on student documents
peer reviews of a submission

